
The Timus 
Platform
Build and secure your modern workplace without 
boundaries!
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Overview

Today, we are reimagining the way we work. The modern workplace is driven by 
fast and secure access to applications anywhere and anytime. 



In this new environment, legacy castle-and-moat networking architectures are no 
longer effective at: 


The Timus Platform fulfills these needs by providing a unified network and security 
architecture that is tailored for cloud services and working from anywhere.

 

Timus provides a network with comprehensive and cohesive security using 
artificial intelligence. The dynamic firewall is integrated with anti-malware, secure 
web gateway, intrusion prevention and zero trust access systems to help you keep 
network resources safe wherever they are.


* Handling complexities introduced by the cloud services 


* Offering security against expanding attack surface 


* Enabling immediate and uninterrupted remote access to resources
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Timus


Key Benefits 



Timus is a unified, cost-effective platform where modern workplaces meet advanced 
security and superior user experience. Timus reduces cybersecurity risks and costs, 
while improving operational efficiency and scalability.



Advanced Protection

Timus protects against malware, 
ransomware and other threats with its 
Dynamic Firewall, Anti-Malware Engine 
& Secure Web Gateway.





Scalability & Performance

Timus provides a scalable, high-
performance security and network 
services delivery with its modern 
cloud-based SASE architecture.






Operational Efficiency

Timus allows you to manage and 
monitor all your networks on a single 
cloud dashboard where you can create 
users, sites and networks instantly.






Budget-Friendly

Being a no-hardware SaaS platform, 
Timus minimizes your CAPEX and never-
ending maintenance costs for on-
premises hardware.






Scalable

Easy to Manage

Costs

Risks
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Key Features

Secure Internet Access

Timus helps protect your organization's 
network against cyber-attacks and 
malicious software. Public internet 
access is provided from a central point 
where all users and applications benefit 
from security services consistently.





Centralized Management

You can manage network and security 
policies in a centralized cloud dashboard 
while benefiting from many automated 
tasks. The intuitive and user-friendly 
dashboard provides deep visibility of 
network resources in all environments. 





Intelligent Insights

Timus Intelligent Insight Engine provides 
comprehensive access logs, threat 
analytics and identity-based actionable 
insights. You can create and save filters 
based on your business requirements and 
get the reports automatically.



Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)

SASE architecture is based on the 
principle of delivering network and 
security services over the cloud. Complex 
cybersecurity and network requirements 
of the modern workplace are simplified 
with this unified architecture.


Secure Remote Work

Working from anywhere is only possible 
with security-enabled access to company 
network. Timus remote access security 
features reduce risks by eliminating 
implicit trust. User and device 
trustworthiness are continually assessed.



Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA)

Zero Trust Network Access (ZTNA) is based 
on the "never trust, always verify" motto, 
implying that trust is never assumed. Access 
can be granted on the least privilege 
principle with the help of highly granular 
access policies.
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Dynamic Firewall

Just decide which access privileges are required, and that's it. Timus semantic 
dynamic firewall handles the rest without overwhelming you with technical details.






Threat Prevention

Timus Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) inspects network traffic and blocks cyber 
threats like vulnerability exploitation, denial of service and lateral movement.


AI-Driven Secure Web Gateway

Timus Secure Web Gateway is driven by artificial intelligence and eliminates web-
based threats before they arrive at your network. User access to websites hosting 
malicious files, malware and ransomware can easily be blocked.



Security Services
Today's increasingly sophisticated cyber threats mandate integrated threat 
prevention solutions where traffic flows, user identities and activities can be tracked 
and controlled in coordination. Timus provides integrated threat prevention 
components to protect against advanced threats. 
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Securing Remote Work with Artificial Intelligence
For an enterprise network to be truly secure, users and devices must be precisely verified 
before being granted access to the network. Timus Zero Trust approach adds an extra 
layer of user verification to ensure that only trusted users can connect to the network. 


In addition to predetermined controls such as usernames and passwords, Timus also 
uses behavior-based data to enhance the user verification process. For each 
connection attempt, the user's behavior-based data is compared with the previous 
data over a certain period, and a risk score is generated using artificial intelligence. 
When the risk score exceeds a predefined level, the user is not allowed to access the 
network resources. 



Timus firewall has the capability for micro-segmentation. User and device permissions 
can be determined granularly to grant access to critical resources. This allows 
sensitive resources to have high-level security. 


Timus Secure Remote Access 
Technology is Superior to Existing VPNs 


* Provides an extra layer of security 
compared to traditional VPN technology


* Provides access control and 
segmentation at a granular level


* Isolates unidentified devices


* Offers user-based network 
management



* Recognizes and verifies users using 
behavioral analysis
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Timus Connect Application for Secure Access


Timus users must use Timus Connect client application to connect securely to their 
corporate network using a zero trust approach. 

Timus Connect is a very intuitive application. It runs on Windows, macOS, Linux, iOS and 
Android operating systems by automatically downloading settings from the server. 
The user does not need to make any configurations. 


Timus Connect automatically self-updates and self-installs the server certificate to the 
device, enabling inspection of HTTPS traffic. Two-factor authentication (2FA) feature is 
part of the zero trust approach. 


Verification	User Timus Al Network 
Access

Static verification of identities and privileges is not enough. Timus adaptively verifies 
access requests based on context and behavior in a zero trust approach. Timus Connect 
client application gathers user information to feed Timus user verification services.
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Security for Your On-Premises and Cloud Networks


Timus is a unified network platform where 
you can easily connect, manage, and 
monitor your environments and resources. 
Connect your on-premises, private and 
public cloud networks to create a single 
company network that is more secure, 
more visible and more scalable.

You can streamline your cloud migration 
with Timus. In tandem with increasing 
digital transformation efforts, many 
organizations are deploying more systems, 
applications and data in the cloud. 

The intuitive and user-friendly Timus 
management dashboard provides 

deep visibility of your networks, 
resources, users and devices in 

all environments.


Timus provides fast connections to cloud 
applications. Cloud-delivered Timus

services and cloud internet access improve 
performance by providing a fast, reliable, 

and security-enabled connection to cloud 
applications.


Being cloud-based itself, Timus allows you to leverage the benefits of cloud and on-
premise environments in a single platform with embedded security features.
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Intelligent Insights


Identity-Based Actionable Insights for 
Managers



Timus Intelligent Insight Engine provides 
comprehensive access logs, threat 
analytics and identity-based actionable 
insights. View, control and manage 
important issues over the dashboard 
instantly and act effectively with the help 
of intelligent insights.


An intuitive and user-friendly 
dashboard provides deep visibility of 
your networks, resources, and users in 
all environments. You can view access 
logs in detail as well as in aggregates. 
You can analyze the information you 
need in high granularity.

Timus allows you to create and save 
filters based on your business 
requirements. Your saved filters and 
other reports can be sent to you on a 
schedule you determine, allowing you 
to review them without going into the 
management dashboard.

Automated Reports for Your Convenience






Integrations with Your Everyday Apps





Timus can deliver instant notifications to applications like Slack & Telegram, enabling 
you to view the critical events right away and take timely action. User login activities 
can be sent to Google Sheets for time tracking.




The extensive Timus API allows any application to integrate with Timus in order to 
manage and monitor all the systems automatically, utilize intelligent insights and 
create innovative solutions.



Deep Visibility
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Enhanced Visibility for Compliance Requirements



Data Security First


Prevent Malicious Files 
and Advanced Threats


Grant Granular Access 
Privileges for Critical Assets


Meet Compliance 
Obligations


Secure Remote Access from 
Anywhere with Zero Trust



Data breaches can cause huge trouble in many fields like accounting and finance. Firms 
may even have to shut down because of security incidents. Timus is a comprehensive 
and cohesive security platform to help protect you from data breaches.


Timus provides comprehensive and 
cohesive security for your networks. A 
dynamic firewall is integrated with anti-
malware, secure web gateway, intrusion 
prevention and zero-trust access 
systems to keep your resources safe 
wherever they are.



Least privilege principle is foundational 
for security and compliance. It reduces 
the attack surface, which ultimately 
reduces the overall risk. Timus allows 
users to define which access critical 
resources in which contexts with 
granular access policies.

Timus helps you to meet compliance 
obligations with its comprehensive 
network security, data protection, zero 
trust secure access, and deep visibility 
features in a unified platform. Having 
these skills in a single platform can 
improve efficiency and reduce costs.


Your employees can access all 
resources from anywhere without 
compromising security. Timus increases 
your organization's productivity by 
establishing fast and secure 
connections to cloud applications with a 
great digital experience.
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Technical Specifications


Dynamic Firewall 

* Layer-3 and Layer-7 firewall 
* Stateful packet monitoring 
* Source, destination, service, time-based rules 
* Static, source, destination-based port 
forwarding 
* Network address translation (NAT) 

Zero Trust Network Access

* Driven by artificial intelligence

* Behavior-based verification

* Context-based policies

* Granular access privileges

* Two-factor authentication (2FA) 

* SSL VPN tunnels

* WireGuard tunnels

* Client application for Windows, macOS, Linux, 
iOS, Android



Service Quality Management 

* Bandwidth limitation 
* Connection prioritization 


User Directories

* Local database 
* Active Directory


User and Device Management

* Identity-based management

* User group and region definitions 
* Dynamic client management 
* Static and dynamic IP assignment 

* Intelligent tagging

* Unassigned device isolation 


Intelligent Insights

* Deep visibility of networks, resources, and users

* HTTP/S and application logging 
* Instant network usage monitoring 
* Threat reporting

* Create and save customized filters 

* Time-based filtering

* Report scheduling  
* Download records to a computer

* Alarm mechanism 

* Meet compliance requirements



System Management 

* User-friendly management interface in the 
cloud

* Automatically configured policies

* Easy drag and drop configuration 

* Role-based administrative privileges

* Administrative audit records 

* Two-factor authentication access to 
management interface 

* Centralized software updates

* Comprehensive REST API 




Network Services 

* DNS proxy 
* Static DNS records 
* DNS enforcement 
* DHCP client, server and fingerprinting

* Policy-based routing (PBR) 
* VLAN support 

Threat Prevention

* Virus, worm, trojan, malware blocking

* Automated malware signature updates 
* Attack detection and blocking  

Secure Web Gateway

* Driven by artificial intelligence 
* URL filtering 
* HTTPS filtering

* Filtering by category and content 
* List of secure private addresses

* Customizable blocking page  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Timus is a unified platform built to 
secure the modern workplace.
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